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SA ponders
dress code
proposal
SARAH BROWN
student reporter

.

After discussing a proposal to revise the rule regarding shorts on campus, the Student Association
decided unanimously Wednesday, Sept. 22, not to go
to the board of trustees with the idea.
In the suggested proposal, students would be allowed to wear shorts
on campus before 2 p.m., but the
rule about no shorts in class would
remain the same.
SA president Jimmy HWfbrought
the proposal before the association
to honor the request of some students who had brought up the issue
in the spring.
The SA's response to the proHUFF
posal this year came as a surprise
to many members of the association. Huff said he
expected students to rally behind taking the issue
to the board.
"I was prepared to back the student voice," Huff
said. "I thought the student voice would be more
likely to go, 'Yeah, give us shorts.'"
At the meeting, students discussed the pros
and cons of pressing the issue. Some said t.\le rule
would be easy to amend, and others countered that
because students cannot wear shorts to class, the
rule is not much of an inconvenience for most students anyway.
Most students at the meeting eventually agreed
that the SA would be more effective if it waited for
more significant problems to take to the board of
trustees.
"It's not a big enough deal to go fighting about,"
David Flatt, freshman class president, said.
Huff said the organization wanted to focus its
attention on issues such as getting students more
involved with world issues, ministering to the com·
munity, both on and off campus, and opening up
leadership opportunities on campus.
'To be effective as a student organization, we have
to consider, when it comes to policy, what we need
to push," Huff said. "It would be impossible to push
through every issue because that would destroy our
credibility with those deciding
policy. We have to balance what
issues are major so we can be
the students' voice."
• PrqDsal v.oofd
Huff said the SA wants to
l'fWe asked
work on other policy issues as
sln1s beba2 p.m.
well. On Wednesday, the SA
SA I1eld~
discussed good housekeeping.
to discuss f.XOSand
Junior .Jordan Yarbrough said
CXXlS
changes in good housekeeping
rules last semester benefited
her more than a change in the
shorts rule would.
"I probably wouldn't [wear
shorts] because I'm usually in
classes until after then," Yarbrough said.
SA Vice President Linnea Reed said she went
into the Sept. 22 meeting thinking that the association should take student concerns about the shorts
rule to the board, but the discussion convinced her
it would be best not to pursue the issue. Reed voted
:with the rest of the executive board not to take the
issue to the board of trustees.
"Sometimes good leadership isn't necessarily making the most popular decision," Reed said.
Flatt said he thought the SA was acting in the
best interest of the student body.
''I think it's really important that our goal is to
serve [the students], not to help ourselves," Flatt
said. "At the same time, it's important we do what
we think is right." •

lo-

Jousting for victory
Sophomores J.ordan Crow and Cory Miller battle if out in the Knights Jousting contest held at the tailgate party during Family Weekend Oct. 2. Following
the party, the B1son football team beat Henderson State 44-20 at First Security Stadium.

A matter ofsafety
Sophomore woman accosted outside of Sears dormitory
While this kind of incident is not common at Harding, other types of harassing behavior are reported several times
When the 19-year.oldsophomore wom- a semester, said Craig Russell, chief of
an left Atlanta to attend Harding, she security. The most common reports secuthought she would be safer in Searcy's rity receives are about drivers shouting
from vehicles or about people making
small-town environment.
However, her sense of security was harassing phone calls, he said.
In response to the threats, Russell
shaken up two weeks ago when she was
accosted behind the women's Laundromat said he is working to make security
forces more visible and nuoutside of Sears Hall.
merous on campus, espeThe woman, who will
"I don't think enough
cially around the women's
remain anonymous for sepeople are aware [of
dorms during the evening,
curity reasons, said she was
walking to Sears around security concerns]. When and to make services, like
escorts, more available to
10 p.m. Sept. 21 to retrieve
they're walking across
students.
a videotape from a friend
campus most people
Also, Peggy Huckeba,
when two older males drove
don't give it a second
assistant dean of students,
up in a vehicle.
She said one man got thought because they feel and the StudentAsrociation's
physical.resJUireSoommittee
so safe here."
out of the vehicle, grabbed
have been consulting with
her arm and started haJAMIE WAlTERS, SENIOR
security to come up with
rassing her with inapproother protective measures
priate questions.
for female students.
When the man finally
Senior Jamie Walters, co-chairman
let her go, the sophomore, who is a resident assistant, ran to her friend's room. of the physical resources committee,
Even though she thought the incident said the group discussed adding more
was weird, she said she did not realize lights in the parking lots and forming
how much it affected her until she tried a committee offemale students, faculty
members and administrators to discuss
to return to her room alone later.
Completely unnerved, she ran back security issues.
''I don't think enough people are aware
to her room and decided to call campus
security. She said what bothered her [of any security ooncerns]," he said. 'When
most a'bout the incident was that she they're walking across campus, most people
had never worried about dangers on don't give it a second thought because
they feel so safe here."
campus before.
Walters said students should take
'Tve always felt really safe at Harding,"
she said. "I've never locked my door, and security's warnings seriously and let
I've always gqne anywhere I've wanted others know of the possible dangers.
"We have to be aware of what is goon campus. Even though I don't usually walk around by myself because I'm ing on," he said. "It's not just something
usually with friends, I never thought they are telling us. We have to take i.t
seriously." •
twice about it [being unsafe]."
DEANN THOMAS
managing editor
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OUTSIDE THE BUBBLE
Pepperdine students win on game show
Three Pepperdine students have won a combined
total of $49,100 competing on Wheel of Fortune
since May, and a fourth student competed on an
episode that finished filming Sept. 29.
Pepperdine junior Jessica Day won $16,550 in
cash on a show that aired in May. Senior Craig
Ries, the biggest winner from the university, won
$23,650 on a show that aired Sept. 15. Sophomore Micah Hardt won $8,900 on a show that
will air Oct. 15, and junior Tionna Cunningham
will appear in an episode that will air the last
week of October.
The students became involved with the show
when the Wheelmobile held auditions at the university last spring. Out of the 250 students who
auditioned for the game show, 70 progressed to
the next level of auditions and the four appeared
on the show.

WEEKLY WINDOW

Man shoots home of magician duo
A gunman fired a weapon at the Las Vegas
home of magicians Siegfried Fischbacher and
Roy Horn on Sept. 21, police told reporters
Monday.
An unidentified man in a white van opened
fire four times, breaking two windows and
leaving a 12-inch hole in the home. Reportedly, the man shouted at the duo to get out of
the country.
It was not known ifFischbacher or Horn were
home at the time.
Even though initial police reports labeled the
incident as a hate crime, police later said it was
a misclassification. A warrant has been issued
for the gunman.

Court upholds do-not-call registry
The U.S. Supreme Court protected the existence of the federal do-not-call registry Monday, rejecting the telemarketers' challenge that
it prohibited freedom of speech.
Telemarketing groups challenged a 2003law
that created the registry and imposes a fine of
$11,000 if the companies call people who sign up
for the registry unless they have recently done
business with them. Charity groups, pollsters
and people calling on behalf of politicians are
all exempt from the law.
The telemarketers won an initial lawsuit, saying the law discriminated against them since it
made exceptions for other groups, but lost on appeals to the lOth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
and the Supreme Court. ~

Group allows limited rhino hunting
Wildlife conservationists and government officials in Thailand approved proposals Monday
to allow the hunting of black rhinos, animals
designated as endangered.
Namibia and South Mrica presented proposals to the delegation requesting that a small
number of the animals be exported every year
as hunting trophies.
The delegates agreed to allow five male rhinos be exported from the countries each year.
The countries also received quotas on allowing
leopards to be traded.

FACES IN THE CROWD
Robin Hopkins, senior
Hometown: Vinita, Okla.
Major: Exercise science
If you could be friends
with someone who is famous, who would it be?
Josh Hartnett

What's your favorite Disney
movie? "Sleeping Beauty''
~

Chocolate, vanilla or strawberry ice
cream'? Chocolate and strawberry together

What do you like on your pizza? Canadian
' bacon and pineapple
What is your favorite day of the week?
"Wednesday, because the week is half over."
What is the best memory of your time at
Harding? "I have a lot of great memories, but
one of my favorites was visiting Egypt when I
went to HUG. Egypt was the second place on
my list of places to visit in the world."

COMING UP

CAMPUS IN BRIEF
AS! lecture series continues
Film critic, best-selling author and
nationally syndicated radio talk show
host Michael Medved will speak in
the Benson Auditorium at 7:30p.m.
Oct. 26 as the next installment of
the American Studies Institute's
Distinguished Lecture Series.
After working as a screenwriter in
Hollywood, Medved reviewed movies
for CNN and later served as chief film
critic for the New York Post_
His most influential work was a
best-selling indictment of the entertainment industry, "Hollywood vs.
America." He serves as a member
of the board of contributors for USA
Today.
Medved's three-hour radio program, emphasizing the intersection
of politics and pop culture, will be
broadcast from a Searcy affiliate,
KWCK, Oct. 25-26.

State fair opens in Little Rock
The Arkansas State Fair will be
held at the state fairgrounds, 2600
Howard St. in Little Rock, today
through Oct. 1 7.
In addition to rides and games,
the fair will include a demolition
derby, rodeo and performances by
ZOEgirl, Plus One, Ricky Van Shelton and others.
Admission costs $6 for adults

and $4 for children and seniors at
the gate. Ride tickets cost $1 per
coupon at the gate.
Admission and ride coupons can be
purchased in advance at a discount rate
from www .arkfairgrounds.com.

Speaker to visit campus club
Rick Harper of International
Health Clue Foundation is scheduled to speak to the Health Science
Club in science 113 at 5 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 14.

SAM hosts 3-on-3 tournament
The Society for the Advancement
of Management will hold its annual
3-on-3 basketball tournament in the
Ganus Athletic Center from 8 a.m.
until noon Saturday.
The cost for entering is $5 per
person. The final. two teams will
compete during Midnight Madness
Oct. 14.

Police to hold job interviews
The Arkansas State Police will
be on campus Tuesday, Oct. 19, to
interview seniors for management
trainee positions. All majors are
welcome to interview.
Anyone interested in being interviewed should bring a resume
and sign up in the Career Center,
student center 239.

10.08 X-Treme Air, Harding Park, 2-8 p.m.
10.08 Bison soccer vs. Alabama-Huntsville,
home, 5 p.m.
10.08 Lady Bison soccer vs. Alabama-Huntsville,
home, ?p.m.
10.09 Cross Country meets-Ted Lloyd invitational,
home, 9:30 and 10:15
10.09 HUD CUP 5K run, intramural fields, 9:45
10.09 Band Bash, administration auditorium,
7 p.m., $4 advance tickets, $5 at door
10.10 Lady Bison soccer vs. Lincoln Memorial,
home, 1 p.m.
10.10 Bison soccer vs. Lincoln Memorial,
home, 3:30
10.12 Bison soccer vs. Williams Baptist,
home,6p.m.
10.12 Lady Bison volleyball vs. Ouachita Baptist,
home, ?p.m.
10.14 Lady Bison volleyball vs. Christian Brothers,
home, 7 p.m.
·
10.15 Spades Tournament, student center, 7 p.m.
10.16 Bison football vs. Univ. of Arkansas
Monticello, home, 2 p.m.
10.19 Women's open house, 6:30- 8:30 p.m.
10.21 Bison volleyball vs. Central Arkansas
home, ?p.m.
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MARANDAABERCROMBE
student reporter

Senior Ryan Ritz glances through longsleeved shirts in the Harding University
Bookstore, which recently expanded its
clothing line.

HUB gets

newline
of clothes
KATIE COZZENS
student reporter

In addition to the traditional
black, gray or white T-shirts, the
Harding University Bookstore
now features a line of clothing
with vintage styles and shades of
blue, pink, gold and brown with a
tattered 33 displayed along with
the Harding insignia.
The riew line, provided by
Pink&Blue 33, a division of Gear,
is similar to what people might
expect to see in Abercrombie &
Fitch or the Gap, Kelly Blickenstaff, merchandise coordinator for
the HUB, said.
"Whenever I'm looking for
things to buy for the bookstore,
I'm always looking for things that
are current," Blickenstaff said. "It
was a way to promote Harding- it
looked sharp, and it represented
the school welL"
The new line is designed to be
more attractive to students, Blickenstaff said.
"If [the students] don't like it,
then Harding's name isn't getting
out there," she said.
Senior Alison Brown, who works
in the bookstore, said students seem
to approve of the new line.
"I've heard a lot of comments
from students on how this year's
selection of clothing is better than
in years past," Brown said. "I've
noticed that people aren't buying
strictly Harding colors, like the
black, gray and gold."
Bookstore worker Paula Gilbert
said sales have been a blend of
the new items and older items, the
hooded sweatshirt with pink Harding logo being the top seller.
Sophomore Rachel Wallace said
having more choices has been the
best part of the new line.
"I like the new clothing line,"
sophomore Rachel Wallace said.
''It provides more variety." •

Studies show that students
across the country scoring in
the 19-24 bracket on the ACT
are those most likely to drop
out of college, according to Dr.
Jim Johnston, director of Trio
Student Support Services.
The learning community program at Harding is working to
prevent such statistics at the
university.
"Our goal is to focus on keeping students in school- to help
them stay on course and remain
focused," Johnston said.
The community learning
program involves first semester freshman who score within
the 19-24 range on the ACT and
who meet the federal qualifications for student support services.
A maximum of 20 students are
allowed in the community, but
12 are currently enrolled. These
students are given identical, preplanned schedules when they arrive on campus.
'The group connection encourages students to develop friendships among other students and
staff," Johnston said. "One of the
program's main goals is to build
confidence in students and cause
them to combine their dilferent
ideas so that they can learn from
each other."
The students take 14 credit
hours, including New Testament
surVey, English, music appreciation, American history and wellness. In addition, they take an
introduction to university studies course that is only open to
the learning community group
members. This class introduces

students to campus life, teaches good
study skills and shows students how
to evaluate their learning styles and
personality preferences. The introduction class is covered by a scholarship, so students do not have to
pay extra to take the class.
Those participating are also required to attend two hours of supplemental instruction sessions a week.
The SI sessions are held for history
and music appreciation, although
many students have requested them
for other classes as well.
Older students, who have successfully completed the courses with
an A, lead the SI sessions. In addition to the sessions, older students
also do some private tutoring for
students in the program.

Freshman David Adams, a member of the learning community, said
the study sessions have benefited
him greatly.
He said it also helped knowing
that the other students in the group
hold him accountable for doing class
work and attendance.
"[The community learning program] helps me stay on task and
keep my schedule in order," Adams
said. "It rehlly makes you not want
to skip class because it makes the
other students mad at you."
Working together in class also
leads to close friendships between
students in the learning community,
freshman Sara Collins said.
·
"'t's been really fun and helpful," Collins said. "I've gotten to

meet some new people and get
closer to them."
Points are awarded to qualified
student support services students
who attend tutoring or counseling
sessions or other trips and activities
during the semester. Students who
earn at least 500 points are eligible
to receive grant money at the end of
November. Johnston said a goal of
the program is to motivate students
and create friendships.
'The community provides an instant support group for students to
help increase success and help deal
with issues that being on your own
for the first time brings," Johnston
said. ''It helps turn the first semester
of college into a mutual and shared
experience." •

Brackett Ubrarff undergoes changes
ALEXIS OLIVER
student reporter

The Brackett Library incorporated a new classification system, new books and
new technology this year in
an effort to keep itself up-todate for students.
One big change that the librarians have been discussing
for several years is changing
the Dewey Decimal system to a
Library of Congress classification, the method used by most
academic institutions.
The Dewey Decimal system
divides books into 10 broader
categories and classifies them
by numbers, and the Library of
Congress system classifies books
by letters into 26 categories.
''We feel [switching to the

$450 Group
Fund-raiser
Scheduling Bonus!
Four hours of your group's
time PLUS our free fundraising solutions EQUALS
$1,000 to $2,000 in earnings
for you group. Call today
for a $50 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales
fund-raiser with CampusFundraiser:
Contact CampusFundraiser
at 888-923-3238 or visit
Www.campusfundraiser:com.

Junior Emily Dunnagan, Supplemental Instruction leader, holds a study group for freshmen learning community members David
Adams, Aaron Sides and Michael Pruitt. The members are required to go to two out of three study sessions a week.
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Library of Congress classification] with oj;her libraries that are the
is a venture that'-will reap ben- same size.
efits for the library and its comEVen though a lack of space made
munity," said Ann Dixon, director it impossible to make the switch
of the library.
in the past, getting rid of the GovDixon said the
ernment Document
librarians believe
Depository gave the
"We have become so
moving to the
dependent on technology library enough room
towork. The governnew classification
that I think it is great
will help speed up
ment information
the process of getHarding is catching up." is still available
ting new books on
online.
the shelves for stuAlso, the librarLAURA
MINOR,
SENIOR
ians, with the help of
dents.
faculty members, are
It will also eliminate some of the liweeding out other
brarians' work when books, especially older, unuse!i materiaL
"Space has been an issue for us,
church-related materials, come in
already classified in the Library of so we are trying to clean out materiCongress method.
als so we can throw away what we
In addition, Dixon said the don't need and keep the materials
change will make it easier to that are still being used," Dixon
compare the Brackett Library said. ''We are being very careful

what we throw away, and we are
reviewing every book before it is
thrown away."
The library also added wireless
access to all the computers along
the front of the building. Signs will
be posted indicating where wireless
is accessible, Dixon said.
"When the students come in to
work together on a group project,
they can bring in their own computers and will be able to access the
Internet and get into the library
information," Dixon said. "This access will provide more availability
to the students."
Senior Laura Minor said all the
changes in technology and upgrades
reflect well on Harding.
"We have become so dependent on technology that I think
it is great Harding is catching up,"
Minor said. •
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Career Center
expands options
environment, junior Jessica
Houston, who also works in
the center, said.
"[The Career Center] has reThe Career Center began executing major plans this summer ally helped out a lot of people
to change and ~mprove the exist- and prepared many students
ing resources for students seek- for the real world," Houston
ing career and post-graduation said. "It creates a good Christian atmosphere where interguidance.
Deb Bashaw, the Career Cen- viewers can come in and see
ter's new direetor of career coun- what Harding students are all
seling and placement, has set about and what they stand for
both long and short-term goals as Christians."
The Career Center is also
for the office.
One of the major tasks that working to expand their existing
Bashaw is working on is estab- Web site by including searchlishing a larger network of con- able job postings and by posting
tacts across the country that will the resumes of alumni, as well
as seniors.
be made available
'We will conto students who are
"We can't give you a job, tinue to help you
seeking jobs. After
but we can certainly help find jobs even afthese contacts are
established, Bashaw
you network and look for ter graduation,"
Bashaw said.
hopes students can
opportunities."
"Once you're a
more easily land inpart of the Harterviews and jobs in
DEB BASHAW,
ding family, we
all geographic regions and career
are ~er~ for you
CAREER CfNTER DIRECTOR
for life.
fields.
In order to
"We are buildreach students,
ing a partnership
with Harding families, alumni, the Career Center is now sendprofessors and anyone else con- ing e-mails to students about
nected with Harding," Bashaw upcoming events, such as job
said. "We want to make contact fairs, interview opportunities
with everyone who will be able to and educational workshops, that
may be of interest to them.
help our students find jobs."
"Sending e-mails to everyone
Additionally, the Career Center
is planning to build an electronic is a good way to keep in touch,"
database that can be constantly Shehaj said. "In the past, all of
updated with the most current the information from the Career
Center was given to the teachers
information for all contacts.
Senior Alida Shehaj, who has so they [could] give it to us. Now
worked in the Career Center for I can see thee-mails myself and
four years, said she is excited about get all the information I need
the changes, especially making con- quicker and more easily."
Some of the available Catacts with alumni.
"There's a legacy and excite- reer Center resources include
ment about knowing other Hard- career counseling, information
ing students," she said. "People on graduate school, free review
who graduated from Harding of resumes, and free tips on inknow the values of other Hard- terviewing and job hunting.
'We can't give you a job, but
ing students, and I think it will
be helpful to have those contacts we can certainly help you network and look for opportunities,"
when I'm looking for a job."
Finding a job through the ca- Bashaw said. 'We want to work
reer center's contacts can help together and do the best job we
students find jobs in a Christian can to help our students." •
KELLI OHRENBERGER
business manager
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Bouncing to new heights
Senior Ceso Sprewell holds elementary-student Kyle Greer in his arms a~ he jumps in a blow-up trampoline at Fall Fest Oct.
9. Students organize Fall Fest every year in Kensett as a way of bringing people from Harding together with children from the
community.

Leaving the comforts ofhome

HUF visits first sites in Florence
Editor's note: The following ar- question the need to travel so far
ticle is the personal account of for an education. The answer to
junior Jill Hicks, a student at- that question can be given in one
ten4ing Harding University in word- Florence.
Our group of 30 students comes
, Florence this fall.
from backgrounds
that differ with age,
On Sept, 15, 32
families, personindividuals left their
alities and interhomes, friends~nd
ests.Manycommon
families to spend
bonds have already
three months living
been created and
in the countryside
discovered.
of Italy.
'The group here
Almost 24 hours
is a great one belater our group arcause we have such
rived at the Harda good balance of
ing University villa
different personalioutside of Florence,
ties," junior Joseph
Italy.
Smeal said.
Upon arrival, our
Other than the commonalitv of
group dealt with leaving home,
meeting new people, unpacking, Christian brotherhood, the strongest
bond this group has experienced
settling in and jetlag.
"Leaving home and Hard- is a state of awe and amazement
ing was tough because I didn't at the city ofFirenze, as the Italknow what to expect, but after ians call it.
As a group we have spent three
coming here, I know I wouldn't
want to be anywhere else," ju- days sight-seeing throughout the
city.
nior Kayla Seaman said.
During those three days, there
Many who have not ventured
to this area of the world might have been surreal moments when

we have, both collectively and
as individuals, stepped back
and tried to fully comprehend the place where we are
standing.
As we stepped off of Bus 16
for the first time onto the street
in front of the Santa Maria Novella train station, it seemed
to all to be an inconceivable
distance from everything that
we had felt familiar.
We walked the city and
viewed sights such as the
Medici Chapel, San Lorenzo
Market and the Duomo.
After a breathtaking view
of the city from Piazza Michelangelo, we walked to the
church of San Miniato ai Monte,
which was built hundreds of
years ago.
In this reverent atmosphere,
our group gathered at the crypt
of the church and began singing praises.
In that moment, it became
apparent that, even though
we have come to a place that
is foreign to us, God knows no
boundaries. •

IJJ!i1" Sp_ecial occasion
hairstyles: 20PO

IJJ!i1" Color:

and up

The students' pharmacy 1s the ...

35?0 and up

"Custom color is our specialty"
Stylists:
Dana Wilf &Kelly Haile

' tl@@~~!J7/
Located across from Exxon in
Pleasant Plains, AR
Call today for an appointment
Boyce Arnett, P.D.
Class of'66

Casey Mcleod, Pharm.D
Class of'97
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a
Student discovers a rich heritage offolklore and song
SARAH BROWN
student reporter

Elliott aid b·e begail trav ling t..l\
sum.m ·to Mountain View, the fulk
music capital ofthe world, a :c rdlng
to its sign.
"It's a town obsessed wuh blu grass," Elliott said.
Elliott said he is actually l'l'!S!i'arch
ing th .m -bluegras~:~ Omrk. fl lk dition, which is imilar to Appalaclu
folk, but with a slightly rougher tM.t.nd.
The genre was originally driven by
the sound of the b njo aild the fu,ldJ e;
guitars were a late addition.
Today Monlgo
, banjo-maker
in rural rkansas, said he i proud
of the fi e-suing b njo na.nn American invention.
''This w iuv nted in e United
States," Montg mery lli,din a video
int. rvi~w .. lifting his l.ltlnj from his
lap. "America.. Thi is true instrument h et•e. Mad in he woods by

weekend in Mountain Vi w.
Ark., is time or music. In the
qu · re, m n wiLh g~;a~ b ard ·
sit on buckets and lawn chairs
picking gujta1· and mandolin .
A young girl sits on a stool with a
banjo; an old man stands across from
her, fiddling, swaying and stomping
along with a lively folk tune.
Quietly standing at the edge of
the group is Jeremy Elliott. Elliott, a
senior humanities major, is recording
the hootenanny for an independent
study documenting the folk music of
Arkansas.
Elliott said he came up with the
idea for the project last fall when he
was studying at the Harding University in Florence program. Elliott has
played music since he was about 11 p ple of all eolbrs."
years old. Growing up in suburban
While many of' tb tunes sung in
Atlanta, Elliott said he had little ~he Q.za:r.ks m.e from ,he British
exposure to traditional American Isles. the beat and many folk dances
folk music but was able to admire have uw h in common with Mrican
the folk traditions of
tradltions. As it is with
other countries while
m t folk traditions, the
"That's what folk music
traveling overseas.
tn u ic was passed down
is. It's people either
'When I went to Euorally.
rope, I was so impressed playing for the feetlpg or
-Elliott said many
with the differences in singing to express what it developments in folk
culture," Elliott said.
music were due to imis around them."
"I thought Ireland was
provisations forced by
so cool because people
TODAYMONTGOMERY poverty.
just got together to play
"When people didn't
music."
have money for instruElliott said he soon
ments, they played the
realized that his own culwashboard, the jawbone of
tural heritage was justa donkey or fiddlesticks,"
a intriguing as the foreign cu.ll:ures he Elliott said.
enconntered.in Europe. Onesftemoon,
Elliott said Montgomery demonEllio
·d b
turned to the villa b;l strates the same respurce£ul spirit in
Florence and heard <tt friond strum- a modem context. While Montgomery
ming andsingjng "This World is Not was being interviewed by Elliott for
My Home. 'Elliott said i struck him his project, he sat in the woods with
· back to stacks oftimber and told
that the by.mns h ~ ~w u-p Ringing,
such as Til F1 Awa,y" and "Amaz- stories about his early days of making Grace." we e pi
a ignificant ing
jos.lJ.(ontgomery told of how
he de~e}Qped a short-necked banjo
folk traditio . 1
L
"It .reallyJ~ hit
th1t thisis a so he could sit in a car and play for
great tradi1fiorl, ~6 S)iid.
peo.pl who gave him rides across
the c untzy.
"' built m aeli' a short-neck banjo
because you co~'t buy one," Montgomery said. wAnd of course it was
:fre 1 8 because r didn't have frets.
And l sa.iO, 'Who t;~eeds frets?'"
An.Gtherfol.ktradition in the Ozarks
is shape--noteaingii)g, or Sacred Harp
singing. Shape-note singing uses geometric shapes for notes, much like
songbooks in the radition of the
chuxch f Ohri:>t.
Elliott said be interviewed a man
named b<trlieSa.nl:iage, a member of
the Shape-Nota Singers who meet in
the Mouht.a:inView 011\ru:k folk center,
about this type of singing.
andage said shape-note inging,
which can be heard. on th 'Cold. Mountain" saundtl"S"ck,.is not just about the
war, s-ingers ·Mo the notes.
' me of it's attitude," Sandage
&;rid, ~s cred Harp singers do not do
'subtle You just throw your head back
an )ng."
SARAti MOWNIThe-8ioon
Elliott said he is focusing mostly
Today Montgomery and Senior Jeremy Elliotrliscuss a musical ~· MontgQmely, on the kind of instrumental music
a banjo-maker, is one of the many people who have helped .Elliot with his research.
Montgomery exemplified.

SARAH BROWNfThe Bison

Senior Jeremy Elliot takes measurements for his latest handmade
instrument. He has already built a number of folk instruments as part
of his research.

Montgomery said he wants to
play old-time, fun-loving, bouncing,
"sunshiny" banjo music.
"Some of it's light and bouncy like
a riverboat," Montgomery said. "Some
ofit's serious, old-time folk tunes like
'Lynchburg Town.' Times were getting
hard, so people sang about it. That's
what folk music is. It's people either
playing for the feeling or singing to
express what is around them.''
In his research, Elliott has interviewed musicians, instrument-makers
and historians, including an expert in
folklore from Vanderbilt University.
Elliott said the folklore community
is small and interconnected, and this
project will give him contacts when
he applies for graduate school in folklore studies.
In addition to his interviews, Elliott said he is working on building an
Appalachian dulcimer, a instrumental
sound box played on a person's lap,
by plucking three or four strings that
stretch across. He has made several
wooden flutes in the past, as well as
a hammer dulcimer and a washtub
bass, and said he hopes to start work
on a banjo soon.
Elliott said he usually travels to
Mountain View at least once a week
for interviews or observation. He meets
weekly with Dr. Mike James, chairman
of the communication department, to
update him on his progress.
When Elliott completes his project,
he said he plans to give a presentation to the English department and
may enter a contest with a radio spot.
Elliott also said he will use some of
his research for his senior symposium
in the spring. •
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Students
search for
the cure to
shut-eye
problems
college students.
But with classes beginning at 8
a.m. or 9 a .m., students often reeep, beep. beep - th obnox- ceive less than the recommended
ious SOUlld of an alarm clock amount, which sometimes results
rings Lhl·oughout the room in catching up on sleep in class.
Repeated nights of too little sleep
as enior M.aleasa Evan
reaches a hand from un- throw the body into sleep debt, which
der the covers to slam down the is difficult to overcome despite an
snooze button before she rolls over, early night.
Lack of sleep affects almost evalready drifting back into her preeryone. Freshmen, especially, face
vious dream.
In the far corner of her mind, the challenge of getting enough sleep
Evans knows she needs to get up d~g the school year as they start
to avoid interfering with her room- a new routine.
Freshman Sara Guglielmo said
mates' schedules.
She had planned to go to bed her new bedtime of 1-2 a.m. has
early the night before to avoid this been a challenge for her.
"If I ever went to bed at 2 a.m.
morning ritual of battling with her
alarm clock, but somehow those in high school, there was no way I
was going to school the next day,"
plans were lost to the allure
of activities on campus,
Guglielmo said.
Sop homore
l ate-night£ od runs
Jarrod Lively
and the important
said while his
midnight conCHELSEA ROBERSONfThe Bison
versations with
bedtime has not
roommates, all
changed, his rea- Sophomore Jessica Walker snoozes comfortably in her dorm bed. Many university
sons for staying up students have a difficult time getting enough sleep during the school year.
of which take
have.
precedent o•er
"Last year I was
homework.
it difficult to sleep even when she relaxed."
up late because I was ·. wants to because of dorm life.
Now, as her alarm blares
Junior Josh Rose said he gets
hanging out and messing
for the third time, she begs for
''It's at night that I am reminded more sleep now that he lives in
around," Lively said. "Now I'm
just five more minutes.
that I am living with 100 other girls," Cone Hall.
Most college students can easily always doing homework."
Guglielmo said. "Even if I wanted
"It's not as distracting," Rose
Lively said he had a much
relate to this scenario. The daily
to, I wouldn't be able to go to bed said. "The late nights [in loud
plans of a college student neces- easier time getting back into the
before 11 p.m. with all the noise active dorms] are fun but they
sitate about a 28 to 30-hour day routine of staying up this year and
and everybody in and out."
get old."
to cram in everything.
has learned to use the weekends
Junior Lindsay Schimizze said
In general, college students don't
Unfortunately, this is often not to sleep in.
she noticed that the workload has have trouble falling asleep; they
Guglielmo said he attributes his
possible, and when things need to
not decreased the further she ad- have difficulty going to bed.
be cut out of the schedule, sleep is long nights to homework that gets
vances in college.
Guglielmo said she has found
started too late.
usually the first to go.
"If anything, it increases, but little ways to aid in getting to bed
''I have twice as much homework
The National Sleep Foundation's
you do learn how to manage it all earlier.
Web site, www.sleepfoundation.org, [than in high school], but there are
more efficiently and how to priori"It's a race to get to bed every
said teens need at least 8 hours and also so many more distractions,"
tize," Schimizze said. "I get more night," Guglielmo said. "I try to find
30 minutes to 9 hours and 15 min- Guglielmo said. "At home, when it
sleep now than I did my freshman ways to cut corners to save time."
utes of sleep per night, while adults was time to eat, I would stop my
year. I know how to handle myRose said he thinks it's best to
homework, eat with my family and
require seven to nine hours.
self, and sleep is very important. avoid all-nighters by starting the
Teenagers and young adults go back upstairs to finish my homeBeing out of my dorm is not so study process earlier.
have a biological clock that keeps work all within half an hour.
important anymore.
Baxter said he thinks extra sleep
"Here, dinner takes about
them up late at night and sleeping
"I am content with a night during the day is the answer to this
two hours because you don't just
later in the morning.
watching TV instead of always year-long problem.
If the normal school day start· eat, you talk and hang out with
having to have plans. I am more
"Sleep is golden," Baxter said.
ed around noon, the late night/late friends."
"When at all possible, take a
Guglielmo said she SJmetimesfinds
morning cycle would be ideal for
nap."•
JENN BONZAGNI
student reporter
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Harper, the Blind Boys
belt out gospel rhythtns
BREWOOD
student reporter

A year-and-a-half after Ben
Harper's album, "Diamonds on the
Inside," Harper fans were finally
able on Sept. 21 to access Harper's
newest album, "There Will Be a
Light," recorded with the Blind
Boys of Alabama.
The idea for an album
combining Harper and the
Blind Boys of Alabama began when the Blind Boys
of Alabama opened the last
few shows of Harper's European tour in 2003.
What started out in January to be a friendly combined recording session of one or two songs
quickly turned into five songs. It
sparked a second recording session
two month.s later, where the funky
southern folk gospel album, "There
Will Be a Light" commenced.
'l'he Blind Boys of Alabama
are widely known for engaging
their audiences with soulful renditions of old hymnals and ancient
Southern harmony for more than
60 years.
Though their music is not appealing to everyone, their unique
talent cannot be ignored.
Their voices blend together,
creating an emotional experience that makes the listener feel
the music.
Harper has incorporated religious thoughts in many of his
past songs, with lyrics such as
these from "Fight for your mind,"

~
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FRIDAY. 2-8 P.M., HARDING PARK

SPONSORED BYTHE CAB
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Career
change
... from single to married.
You're moving up
in the world, brother.
Congratulations!

his 1995 album: "It will make a
weak man mighty. It will make a
mighty man falL It will fill your
heart and hands or leave you with
nothing at all.
It's the eyes for the blind and
legs for the lame. It is the love for
hate and pride for shame. That's
the power of the gospel."
'There Will Be a Light"
marks Harper's first time
to record an entire album
with nothing but spiritual
meaning woven into his
lyrics.
Once again, Harper employs his amazing talent
on the slide guitar with stimulating solos and amazing background
music throughout the album.
'There Will Be a Light" is a beautiful combination of the various
genres employed by both Harper
and the Blind Boys of Alabama.
This soul/funk/blues/Southern gospel
album is a must have for anyone
who enjoys the slide guitar and
sweet Southern harmony.
If you enjoy passionate music
with a soulful message, pick up
a copy of "There Will Be a Light"
and embark on a new kind of listening pleasure. •

**** 4/4
• For more information, visit
www.benharper.net
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R. Kelly and Jav Z

:a&)) ~R. Kelly and
rap~tJay-Zteemup

for the "Beat of13oth Worlds"
tour. Tbe tour • be in Meanphi Oct. 17 and in Littl~ Rock
Oct. 21. Ticket& coat between
$35.29 and $ae:2&
For more uiformation, go
U)

www.ticketmuter.com or

www.mtv.com.

NorohJones

Popular jazz artist orab

Janef; will be"at tb Alltel Are·

na Oct. 19 at p.m. Tickets cost
between $26.76 and $5 .25.
For more information, vi it
www.ticlc{:tmaster.t..'Om.

Datrob Pistons vs. Miami tfeot

See thedefendmgNBAdwn·

~ ~~Piiltms.·~
SbaquilleO'Neal and the Miami

Heat a Alltel Arena Oct, 16 at

7 p.m. 'l'icltet prices rauge &om

$12.251D 100.

www.nlla.cnn

fOr information.

US Freestlye Moto XTour

This X·Oarnes-stylc dirt bike
event is coming to the Ba~n
Cqfiseum in Little R9ck ~ 17
at 6:30 p.m. Tickets cost $18.
For mor~ infor•mation, go to
WWJV.t.icketmll$tet.tom.

GYJ!!nastics Champions

1'.J. Maxx bring& t;he world·

claSs gymnasts from tbens to

the FedEle Forum in Memphis
19 at 7 p.m.

SPORTS

Oct.

Memphis Grizzlies

The Grizzlies play

LeBron

James and lhe CleVeland Cavaliers Oct. 14. and then battle
thft tndia;na Pac:ers Oct. 16.
'l'h~Milwaukec Bucks come to
Memphis Oct. 21. Tickets c:ost
betWeen $5 and $2()0. For game
times or other information. see
www.nba:.com/grizzlies/.

This event fea \Ires the
Atife'rican Olympic gymnast~>
in. a pert'orlll1lllC including

mlnlic. costumes and <:Oncert
soupd and lights.
'l'iek.et price11 range from
$I6.2i to $'13.9&. For additional information visit
www.ticketmaster.com or
www .usa..gymnasti otg.

THEATER

Lucio Oi Lommermoor

The Orpheum in Memphis

presents Anile Vikre as "Lucia"
at 8 p.m. Saturday in tbetroU'pe•s
final performance.
Vtkre. who may be the world's
highest eoprano.leads a cast of

performers in this adaptation of
~novel by i.r Walter
tt.
Tickets. are between $;1o
and 73 and can·be pun:haaed
from Ticketmnster or through
the Orpheum box office. See
www.operarn~mphis.org.

Memphis Ballet

The Orpheum in M mphis
presents "When> the Girls Are.'" a
collection of five wonuu1-themed
wtlfks "incluPing a premiere piecedanced to musi • trom the 50s
and 60s.
Til ballet will be presented Oct. 16 abd 17, and tickets
l!Ost bfrtw~Wt $15 and $6(). For
times or other information visit.
www.balleunemphis.org.

Nerd Corner: Search smarter, not harder
f the flurry of search en gines avail able for u ~e on
the!nhernet, Googl e is t he
most popular.
Finding inform a tion
with Google, or "Googling," as
it is commonly referred, can be
a daunting task. Google offers a
variety of methods for retrieving
information from its vast databases, but it does not always find
the desired results on the first try.
Google's many services, such as
Froogle, News and Images, help
make searching easier by narrowing the results down to a specific
category.
Froogle (froogle.google.com),
a shopping search engine, allows
searches based on precuts, price
or company.
The latest news, gathered from
sources across the globe, is available for reading or searching from
Google news (news.google.com).
Images from any Web site in the
Google database are available from
Google images (images.google.com).
Google images displays previews

0

of the images when the search
results are returned and allow
for the image files to be seen by
themselves or on the Web page on
which they appear,
Despite these more refined ways
of searching, results rnay not come
back as expected. To help match
results to the searches as closely
as possible, Google has the ability to search for exact phrases by
Web site, file type, or by excluding
or searching within certain words
or phrases.
'
To narrow a search down to a
specific phrase, the words typed
into the search box should be placed
inside quotation marks. Doing this
tells Google to only display search
results that include the exact phrase
inside the quotation marks.
Sometimes infOrmation is needed
from only one Web site, but the
Web site has a poor navigational
structure and the information is
buried deep within several layers of the navigational structure.
For Google to limit its searching to
only a specified Web site, the query

fall is i:Q t~e ~ir!!
Bring a favorite season
indoors with this
Fall Leaf Candle Holder

$5.95
with each purchase of
3 Hallmark Cards

"When you care enough to send the very best."

Beckyl:i~&~
BRIDAL REGISTRY • GIFTS • HOME DECOR
I551 E. Race • se~rcy • 501-268-7049 • es~ 1983 • M\JOJ!l\' • l!l.mJty 9:30 - 6. 0
VoreJ &~t uf the Besr Oift Shop-& Bridal R:e~istq .• B€d:.y Jlicr•e Crttitu..J Bridal <Jnsult:1n1

should be followed by the Web site
in quotes to be searched.
When only a certain type of file
is needed, the search may be narrowed to one or more file types. To
find a specific ZIP file, insert the
words type:.zip or .gzip. for the
needed file type extension. Other common files include .mov for
QuickTime movies; .wmv or .wma
for Windows Media Player video
and audio files; .swf for Macromedia
files; .mp3 for music files or .exe
for Windows executable files.
To exclude certain phrases from
search results, place a minus sign
at the end of a query (i.e. really cool
music- Elvis). Google will then
return search results containing
the words really, cool and music,
without references to Elvis.
Including key phrases works
similarly to the exclusion method.
By placing a plus sign at the end
of the query (i.e. really cool music +Elvis), the Web site will return search results for the words
really, cool and music within all
references to Elvis.

Guest
Room
Using these searching techniques
will improve Google's likeliness to
return the most relevant and desired
search results on the first attempt.
These techniques can be combined
to form stronger searches.
Google is a powerful tool and
despite its simplicity, it can, at
times, be a daunting beast. By
telling Google exactly what is
desired, it will work smarter and
return better search results that
require little or no navigation in a
more pleasing amount of time. •
JONATHAN FREESE is the Web specialist for the
Bison. He may be oontaded at 501-305-8361
or at jonathanfreese@gmail.com.
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The World Wide Waste

Internet wasteland offers infinite supply ofstupidity

e internet is really, really, really big.
The internet is also really, really,
really stupid.
AARON RUSHTON
That's pretty much all I've learned
since 1998. I've used EarthLink. I've
used AOL. I've used Sprint. I've used
Juno. And I've used about 15 different
Internet companies that don't even exist
anymore. I've seen pop-up ads for Beanie
Baby Web sites, I've received spam e-mail
for spam-blocker programs, and I've gone
to lame Geocities with some annoying
know that seems absolutely unfathomable,
song looping in the background, just to
but let's just pretend.
be asked to pass it on to 15 or more of my
I might be posting whatever humble
closest friends and family to prove that
opinion I have in a calm and gentle manI love God, knowing that if I delete this
ner, complete with punctuation and func259K e-mail, the devil himself is going to
come to my house and kiss my little sister. tional grammar as well as a generous helping of lower case letters. So what's the first
All these things have been brought
thing that gets posted in response?
forth for one simple reason, and that is to
YOU ARE WRONG THAT IS NOTRI
teach me that the Internet is really, reGHT I THINK YOU ARE DUMB THAT IS
ally, really big, and really, really, really
THE DUMBST THING I HAVE HEY YOU
stupid.
DUMB
And I suppose this is a little unfair of
This is, of course, a perfectly valid and
me to say, what with characterizing an
unstoppable argument against whatever it
entire system of interlinked servers and
was I said in the first place.
computers and users and hubs and alloys
While the constant-caps thing can get
and compositions and things with molecular structures as just plain big and stupid, annoying at times, I think a step up on the
tick-me-off ladder is the class of people onbut it is an inescapable truth.
But why is the Internet stupid? I am so line who are very simply one-track minds.
Please don't misunderglad I asked.
stand me. "Rocky Horror
To answer this quesPicture Show" and "Monty
tion, I must first explain
But why is the Internet
Python and the Holy Grail"
something that not necesstupid?
are both excellently funsarily everybody already
I'm so glad you asked.
ny films, and I am a fan
knows. The Internet does
of both. From the ''Time
not actually exist. Instead,
Warp" to the "Great Black
it is merely a never-endBeast of Arrrrrrrgh!," I'm
ing network of computers all
with it. But I do think that there might
hooked up to each other. These computers
be a better way to waste valuable bandare also hooked up to stupid people. And
width than yet another collection of sound
so, I reiterate. The Internet is stupid.
bits from either of these movies - "GhostIf you ever feel like you're getting more
busters" Web pages, for instance. A far suthan your money's worth here at Hardperior movie, yet horribly underrepresenting, hit up the Internet for a little while.
ed on the hullabaloo of dork that we call
You actually feel your intelligence slowly
slipping away from you, as if it were magi- the Internet.
I think the worst thing is when people
cally being siphoned from between your
feel that simply because they are online,
ears by the cathode rays of your computer
they must be excessively profane. And it's
monitor.
For those of you who don't want to wind not just that they're typing in vulgarities,
they're putting said vulgarities in places
up gouging your eyes out with your keythat don't really make a lot of sense.
boards, let me go ahead and report my
I've been thinking, and I've realized that
findings. I've built up immunity to stupid,
the absolute worst possibility would be a
so I've done all the dumb work for you.
combination of all three of these: some bigThere are several groups of people
letters-only idiot with a fixation on some
on the internet, all of them equally not
smart. Among the- chiefs of the clan of stu- 70's cult flick and a penchant for profanity.
I think I need to boil my computer now.
pid are those who seem to think that capital letters irrefutably equate importance,
AARON RUSHTON is a humor columnist for the Bison,
authority and credibility, no matter how
which gives you all the reason in the world to not take
grammatically eccentric their messages
him seriously. He can be reached at (501) 305-8453,
may be. For example, let's just say I'm
AaronRushton@hotmail.com or at HU Box 14613.
on a message board about comic books. I

BigGuy,
Bi Mouth

Last week's opinion column,
"Proud to be an American," was
a typical example of the uninformed whining that has become
all too frequent in today's intolerant political climate.
The author laments the international perception of America
as a nation "bent on world domination with no regard for those
who fall under our tread." An objective look at the last 100 years
of our history shows constant
support of tyrannical regimes
when geopolitical or economic resources made such support beneficial to the United States.
Diplomatic, and occasionally even military, assistance to
the banana republics of Latin
America, our "allies" in the Cold
War and the ''War on Terror,''
and oil-rich Saudi Arabia prove
that America's commitment to
freedom is not as deep as some
might think.
It is little surprise that other
states in the international system see us as hypocritical.
The author referred to the
United States as the most benevolent nation on earth . While we
are among the world leaders in
total foreign aid, the Center for
Global Development's 2004 edition of "Ranking the Rich" places
the United States only seventh
out of the world's 21 wealthiest nations in commitment to
improving the lot of underdeveloped nations.
The most disturbing aspect
oflast week's article was the
author's use of the same, tired
cliches used by Christians to
arouse fear of the secular bogeyman amongst themselves. Christians need to imagine how they
would feel if the symbols and
ideas of Islam or Buddhism were
given a prominent place in the
public square.
America is not always wrong.
Problems of perception on both
sides of our seas need to be addressed. Most of the rest of
the world does not understand
American values and interests,
and Americans do not see the
negative effects of their corporations and policies overseas.

Kolby Kuwitzky, senior

Harding donates
funds for relief
Last week, the Harding Nursing Student Association teamed
up with the Student Association
in an effort to raise money for
the people affected by the storms
in Haiti.
We had estimated a response
of $3,000 to $4,000. But the students and faculty rose to the occasion and gave selflessly, and
abundantly. As oflast Friday,
the donated funds totaled nearly
$6,600.
We want to thank everyone
for adopting the heart of Christ
and following in his footsteps
with kindness and concern for
those in need. I assure you that
the money will help many who
are suffering.
Please remember to keep the
people of Haiti in your prayers.

Kyle Vath, senior

OPINION
Room checks re-evaluated

www.harding.edu/thebison/

n Wednesda theStudentAssOCI:a
. · tion tabled a
dis~on regarding fairness ingoodhousekeeping between..men and women. Members :intend
to address the issue at their-next meeting.
After m uch discussion amongst the Bison
staff, we have collectively formed our opinion on what
needs to change with the room check standards.
Our opinion is based on several factors:
~complete fairness in cleanliness standards between men and women is a near impossibility. Guys
will never live up to the women's dorms' standards if
they are applied to them. Guys are more than capable
of cleaning, but as a general rule, there is a difference
between guy-clean and girl-clean.
~one of the major issues of equality in question is
the regularity of good housekeeping. Women's rooms
are currently inspected weekly, while men's rooms are
checked about once every three weeks. However, solving the frequency issue is more difficult than just synchronizing the room checks. We found that many girls
are not interested in lowering the frequency of their
inspections. Since many girls have a higher cleanliness
standard, as compared to the guys on campus and in
general, good housekeeping keeps messier roommates

O

from making a mess of their living spaces.
~Right now, many girls hold a general distaste for
the "unfairness" in good housekeeping; however, forcing the male students to have additional room checks
would increase dissatisfaction among the student body
and not decrease it. Guys would dislike the new standards much more than many girls currently dislike
the inequality.
~compromise in this case is the worst possible
option. By meeting in the middle and having room
checks every other week, there will be many more
female roommate confrontations and girls living in
conditions with which they are not happy. At the
same time, by moving the guys' room check up to
every other week, frustration on the male's side of
campus will also grow.
These cleaning standards have nothing to do with
teaching girls to be better housewives, as some claim.
Instead, the rules have developed over time to better
suit the students' needs.
The Bison suggests that the SA not propose a change
to the frequency of room checks for either gender. This
is less an issue about fairness and more about differences in male and female preferences of cleanliness.

Father's passion reaches daughter
grew up poor. And r think a lot of that is becau e my
parents were 18 and 19 when they got married. My
mom was 19 when she had me. They didn't have time

200 children received new clothes,
book bags, school
to establish their lives. However, they always worked supplies, free haircuts, eye exams
hru:d to pl_"Ovide fur my sister and me; poor wasp't
and hearing tests.
supposed to be a handicap for us.
Those families also
When I was 10 years old, my mom began her freshman year of college. She received her undergraduate
received produce,
baked goods, baby
degree when I was a junior in high school. My dad had
a stable job - things were looking up. Instead of worrysupplies and used
ing about where the money was going to come from, they clothes. But more than that, each family received a Bible
and a chance to hear God's voice.
worried about if the paycheck would be here in time to
At the end of the day, my dad, naturally, gave all the
send off that house payment.
glory to God. All of the volunteers knew that God used
Throughout this financial struggle in my family, I've
my dad to provide material necessities for these families.
noticed something: My dad has always been grateful for
every crumb in the house. Not often did I hear him ask
But not too many of those volunteers realized the significance of this day for my family.
God why. I know my sisters and I frequently wondered
I could not have been prouder of my dad that day. That
why we couldn't have clothes from JC Penney or Walday was kind of my family's private arrival party. Our
Mart even. Our clothes were usually hand-me-downs or
hearts were connected, and in a symbolic
thrift store finds. Again my dad was just
fashion, we were saying, ''We've made it.
grateful we had those clothes.
Our hearts were
God took care of us."
I have respected my dad while growing up for his attitude toward life. I don't
Because of m - dad's passionate drive
connected, and in ·
think, however, that the level of respect
to be an in rument for God taking cate
a symbolic fashion,,
I had for him in the past compares to the
of other people like us, kids are now pla ing on playgrounds with new kickers and
r espect that I have for him now.
we were saying,
jeans in that small community of GreenI remember talking to my dad on
'We've made it. God
the phone last April and listening to a
ford, Ohio.
More than that, the visitors' minisdream he had. He wanted to be used by
took care of us.'
try has doubled since Aug. 7. Families
God to make a difference for the famiare coming to know Christ because of my
lies of our community who· were worrydad's vision. Families are starting to realing about where the money was going
ize that God is going to get them through all of the trials
to come from for the next bill. So we brainstormed. And
this world has to offer.
he decided to form a ministry at church called The Big
Someday I hope one of those fathers is able to have a
Reach. He dreamed to give these families used clothes
conversation on the phone with his daughter in college,
and school supplies.
which will lead to a new generation of daughters being
Never did he imagine what would happen Aug. 7 in
proud of their daddies.
the parking lot of the church. That parking lot turned
into an oasis of love with shopping carts and tents filled
RENEE LEWIS is a staff writer for the Bison. She can be reached at 279-4139
with caring and friendship.
Because of the team my dad put together, more than
or relewis@harding.edu.

I

, Just
Ramble

TALK BACK
What would you like to see changed about good housekeeping?

"Good housekeeping should be before
open house so there
is a little more motivation for everyone
to actually clean."

"I would like to
not have it at
all. We're adult$,
and we shouldn't
have to be told to
clean ... "

"I'd rather have it
at the end of the
week so that if we
have someone coming we don't have to
clean twice."

"Since I'm in the
East [Apartments] , I
don't think I should
be held accountable
for it .... I shouldn't
have to worry about
it now."

- Jordan Mills, sophomore

-Lauren Franz, freshman

- Rebecca Blake, sophomore

- Sean Rodgers, junior
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Yodo, Yodo
Yodo

Lack of lava
disappoints
Disappointed?
Me too.
All of America paused this
week and fixed its eyes on
Mount St. Helens.
She huffed and she puffed,
and she huffed and she puffed.
And like a disappointing summer blockbuster, she had all the
hype and nothing to back it up.
When Mount St. Helens
erupted in 1980, it blew off a
side of the mountain, lost 1,312
feet off its summit and killed 57
people. This incident was the
first time it broke its silence in
123 years.
Since this incident, we
haven't heard much from the
most active volcano in the continental U.S. However this all
changed on Sept. 23, and for
once in its miserable life, Mount
St. Helens was doing something for America besides killing
people.
It was entertaining us.
While cramming lunch down
during my
ludicrous
For once in its
35-minutemiserable life, Mount
Tue day/
St Helens was
Thursday
doing
something
lunch
for
America
besides
break, I
killing
peopJe.
It was
w.atChed .
entertaining us.
full-coverage of the
Mount St.
Helens happenings. Even when
the network cut away from the
camera pointed at the top of the
volcano, they shrunk the video
feed and stuck it in the corner
so America didn't have to miss a
single second.
I don't know about everyone
else, but I'm ready to see some
volcanic fireworks.
Now of course, I'm not looking for anyone to get hurt, but
all I've heard about for the
last few days is how Mount St.
Helens has the built-up power
to launch 3-foot rocks up to 3
miles in all directions, spew
ash 10,000 feet into the sky and
coat a 10-mile radius in volcanic residue.
Finally, something on television worth watching.
Officials have cleared out an
8-mile radius around the volcano. They've set the stage.
Now let's start the show.
I'd like to encourage you to
continue sending in your letters
to the editor.
Each week, we run the letters
we receive on our opinion pages.
Your encouragements and criticisms, as well as comments on
the Harding community and the
world at large, make the paper
more engaging for all our readers.
If you would like to submit a
letter to the editor, please send
it to thebison@harding.edu or
HU Box 11192. Letters must be
signed, contain a phone number
for identification and be no more
than 300 words in length.
The Bison reserves the right
to edit letters for style, clarity
and brevity.

SPORTS
Laying curses to rest
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s the Major League playoffs
kick into gear, team mem bers and die-hard fans eros
their fingers and hope for
the best.
Everyone knows that making
it to the World Series is a feat in
and of itself. Players battle through
long games under the hot summer
sun in hopes to be one of the two
teams remaining in October.
Some teams can breeze through
the season without worrying
about a dreaded curse that has
been ''placed'' upon their field or
their club, but others do not have
that luxurv.
One ofthis season's favorite
teams to win the championship
is hoping to break its 85-yearold curse.
On December 6, 1919. Red Sox
owner Harry Frazee sold Babe Ruth
to the Yankees and the Sox have
not won a series since. Boston's
run of bad luck has been coined
"The Curse of the Bambino."
The New York Giants were
cursed by a teenage rookie on
Sept. 23, 1908. Fred Merkle failed
to make it all the way to second
base on what could have been a
game-winning hit against the
Chicago Cubs. Chicago's Johnny
Evers got the ball, stepped on second to get the final out and win
the pennant. The Cubs went on to
win the World Series and Merkle
was forever cast as the baseball
dummy of all time.
My personal favorite would
cast its shadow over the Cubs 37
years after they won that World
Series against the Giants. Fans
and foes alike call it the "curse
of the goat."
Billy Goat Sianis, owner of
the Billy Goat Tavern, tried to
bring his pet goat Murphy to the
fourth game of the 1945 World
Series against the Tigers. The
Cubs' owner, P.K. Wrigley, de·
nied Murphy a seat declaring,
"The goat stinks." Billy Goat (the
human, not the animal) turned to
Wrigley and replied, "Cubs, they
ain't gonna win again." The Cubs

A

All in all, I think the curses
are just fun and games, but
I have to admit, they are
entertaining.
have not won a World Championship since.
Chicago fans tried to break the
curse for the team in 1984 when
they let Sianis' grandson bring a
goat named Socrates to the season
opener at Wrigley. The attempt at
breaking the curse failed, and the
Cubbies continue to hope that one
year the curse will be broken.
The funny thing is, baseball
curses do not affect just American
teams, they are international.
Japan's Hanshin Tigers of Osaka
used to be the nation's top franchise until they were surpassed
by the Yomiuri Giants of Tokyo.
Since the overtaking, the Tigers
have only won a Japanese World
Series once.
On that winning occasion in 1985,
Tiger fans threw themselves into
the Dotonbori, a polluted river that
flows through Osaka. In an attempt
to ward off any further curse, one
fan suggested that people whoresembled players on the team should
jump into the river as a sort of sacrifice, therefore sparing the luck of
the winning team.
The star ofthe 1985 game was
Randy Bass, a bearded white American. Nobody in the stands for the
series game resembled the player
so fans compromised. A fan remembered there was a Kentucky Fried
Chicken around the corner. Fans
ran to the KFC where they tore a
statue of Colonel Sanders off the

building and proceeded to throw
it into the river. According to
the story, throwing the statue
of the American icon into the
river cursed the Tigers.
The Tigers finally broke their
curse but not after many years
of trying to retrieve the statue
and break "The Curse of the
Colonel.''
Last year the Cubs destroyed
a ball to avoid having another
curse placed upon them. In the
eighth inning of the National
League championship series,
Cubs outfielder Moises Alou
lost the chance at ending the
inning for the Marlins when a
Cubs fan snatched the ball out
of play.
The Marlins went on to
score five more runs and win
the game 8-3, which cost the
Cubs the pennant. That ball
marked the beginning of the
end for the Cubs last season,
but they made sure the curse
would not carry over.
Grant DePorter paid $115,000
for the baseball on behalf of
former Cubs' announcer Harry Caray's restaurant group.
After a three- hour party filled
with music, comedy and celebrity appearances, the ball was
blown up by die-hard Cubs
fan and Oscar winner Michael
Lantieri, who makes his living
wrecking things.
The remains of the ball spent
the next day touring the city of
Chicago and paid Wrigley Field
one last visit before eating a last
meal of steak and lobster.
All in all I think the curses
are a fun addition to the game
of baseball.
Some still believe in the power
of the curses though. The St.
Louis version of Billy Goat's tavern is often full of Cardinal-loving, Cubs- despising fans who
count on that curse. •

SARAH CRIST is sports editor for the Bison.
She can be reached at 501-2794696 or

Lady Bison x-country takes first

Davis named Player of the Week

The lady Bisons finished in first place at the
Oklahoma State University Cowboy Jamboree
Oct. 2.
Senior Helen Singoei, freshman Kalina
Szteyn and sophomore Vicky Echeverria took
the top three spots in the meet. The men's team
finished in 1ifth place. Harding wiH host the Ted
lloyd Stampede Saturday in Searcy.

Sophomore Ben Davis was named the NCAA
II National Special Teams Player of the Week
on Oct. 5 by Don Hansen's National Weekly

FootbaH Gazette.
Davis ranks 11th for field goals per game in
the NCAA II. The Bisons take on the University
of Central Ar1cansas Saturday in Conway at 6
p.nt

Lady Bisons earn ranking
The lady Bisons soccer team earned its
first national ranking on Tuesday, coming in at
no. 23 in the NCAA II.
The team also moved up to a program-best
no. 3 ranking in the South Region Poll.
The lady Bisons play Alabama-Huntsville at

7:30p.m Friday.

--~tudentDiscount!
One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000
Carryout or Delivery
Free Delivery : Sunday-Thursday 'til Midnight
Friday & Saturday 'til 1 a.m.

Insurance Claims Welcome
Auto Glass Installed
Free Estimates

Wolford's Autobody
&
Collision Repair Center
1-501-268-8235
1614 E. Booth Rd.
Searcy, AR 72143

www.harding.edu/thebison/

Freshman Chad Carstensen finishes his swing while he watches his ball during practice
at River Oaks Golf Course Oct. 4. The golf team is looking to improve in the Gulf South
Conference this year.

Young golf team
swings into action
the invitational at River Oaks Oct.
4, where Harding brought the first
place trophy home over Lyon ColThe golf team began in 1968 lege, Hendrix College and Central
as a part of the AIC conference. Baptist College. With 320 points,
As one of Harding's oldest sports the Bisons finished 14 points ahead
programs, the team is still around of second place Lyon.
Leading the team to victory
but often goes unnoticed as bigger
was freshman Craig Devereaux.
teams pull in the fans.
Each year, the team is made Devereaux finished the tournament in first place
up of players who
with a low score of
walk onto the team
"We do not give out
77. Freshman Chad
because they like the
scholarships so we
Carstensen fini sh d
game of golf.
the course with a
"We do not give
depend on people just
sooreof79, while freShout scholarships so
coming out to play"
men Langdon Dement,
we depend on people
Andrew Reynolds and
just coming out to
Coach Nicky Boyd
Troy Marrs finished
play," coach Nicky
with scores of 81, 83
Boyd said.
This year's 11-member team and 90 respectively.
Last year's team finished 11th in
practices every afternoon at either the Searcy Country Club or the Gulf South Conference standings. This season, the team expects
the golf course at River Oaks.
"Our season is usually pretty to present a stronger showing.
Sophomores Drew Murphy and
short during the fall semester,"
Boyd said. "We only play in three Jay Paul Wade return as the team's
or four tournaments because the leaders while the young squad
NCAA regulates our play.Our brings in new talent.
''We have two new guys this year
spring season is a little longer
and usuallv consists of about five that will really add to our team,''
Boyd said. "[Sophomore] transfer
tournameri:ts."
The team has played in tourna· student Austin Osborne and Craig
ments at Ouachita Baptist, Cen- Devereaux will give us some depth
tral Arkansas and River Oaks this and add a lot to our team:"
The Bisons will conclude their
fall while preparing for the longer
spring season ending at the Gulf fall season Oct. 18-19 at the North
Alabama Invitational in Florence,
South Conference tournament.
Central Baptist College hosted Ala.•
Sarah Crist
sports editor

Midnight Oil Coffeehouse

~ Bringing you all the comforts of home:
~
•wireless Internet access

0

801 E. Race St.

•cozy atmosphere
•great drinks, delicious food

SPORTS
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Baseball postseason takes off
Alan Adamisin
student reporter

when they defeated the San Fransica Giants in the final weekend
of the season.
The St. Louis Cardinals tied
the postsea son record for most
homeruns in a game during their
first playoff game against the Los
Angeles Dodgers. Albert Pujols,
Larry Walker and Jim Edmonds
combined for five homeruns during the game.
Dodger pitcher Odalis Perex
allowed five l'UllS to score with 2
ou ts and nobod_ on base, leading
t.o h Dodg~r lo. .
Twin pitch r Johan San ta na
threw only 93 pitches in his outing against the

The World Series championship
race was reduced to eight teams
last weekend. Mter a close regular season, the division playoffs
culminated in several division
and wild card competitions going
undetermined until the final day
of regular season play.
The New York Yankees held off
• a post aU-~tar break-surge by their
hated. rival, the ~tonRed
in.J.he
America.nLeague Ea dh 'sion.
The Yanke • won the division
by a comfortable three games and
now look to take on the
Minnesota Twins in "I think the Red Sox will Yankee 'leaving
him open for a po
a.repeat of las year's
dominate and win the
sible appear ance in
AL clivi ion series.
, aturday'sGame4.
In the AL CenSeries. Curt Schilling
The team's defense
tral, the Minnesota
Twin s won their and Pedro Martinez have b11.cked amtana M
it J'f:lCOmedfive douthird consecutive the talent and leadership
ble plays during the
division crown a
to take them to the
game.
full nine games
championships."
A crucial error,
ahead of the Chipoor pitching and
cago White Sox.
NEAL HELF, SENIOR
a lack of hits cost
The Anaheim Anthe Angels the win
gels, Oakland Athletagainst the Red Sox
ics and Texas Rangers
on Oct. 5.
went into the final
Angel third baseman Chane Figweek vying for the AL West title.
The Angels held off the Athletics gins overthrew home plate allowing
to win the division in three games, the Red Sox to score an extra run
while the Rangers were forced two during the fourth inning. The Red
games behind the Boston Red Sox Sox defeated Anaheim 9-3.
"I think the Red Sox will domiin the AL wild card.
The Atlanta Braves won a record- nate and win the Series," senior
breaking thirteenth consecutive title Neal Helf said. "Curt Schilling and
in the National League East defeat- Pedro Martinez have the talent
and leadership to take them to
ing the Philadelphia Phillies.
Wiruring a league-high 105 sea- the championships."
In the final match up, the
son games, the St. Louis Cardinals
took the NL Central crown against national league wild card winner Houston Astros took on the
the Houston Astros.
The Astros finished a game above number one Atlanta Braves Oct.
the "Giants ill the wild card race by 6. The Astros accumulated four
winning their final seve11 regular home l'Uns during the game while
pitcher Roger Clemens repeatedly
season games.
The NL West carried the Los dug himself out of trouble in the
Angeles Dodgers into the playoffs Astros 9-3 win. •

NATIONAL LEAGUE

vs.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

tj)~

-

vs.
Series tied 1-1

Cardinals lead series 1-0

vs.
Astros lead series 1-0

Red SOx leod series 2-0
1bunday's gamer" UII$ wen 1101 uvoiloble at pms lime

Congratulations to sophomore David Scranton, last week's winner
of the sports challenge. Now if we could just get a little competition going this would be a lot more fun. So, pick your teams, rip
this fonn out of the paper, fill it out (including the EXACT score
ofthe this weekend's game between Harding and Central Arkansas), and drop it in the Sports Challenge box on the ledge next to
the U.S. Post Office window by 10 p.m. Friday, Oct. 8 Good luck!

Name _________________________

Box# _ _ _ __ __
Phone# _ _ __ _ __

_

Cot..~id

Result In:

• bruised egos

NCAA Football
Texas @ Oklahoma
Minnesota @ Michigan
Wisconsin @ Ohio State

• unexpected rivalriet
• the ocea·slonal broken toe

NFL Football
NY Giants @ Dallas
Arizona @ San Francisco
Tennessee @ Green Bay

_

MLB Baseball
Atlanta @ Houston
St Louis @ Los Angeles _
Anaheim@ Boston

CENTRAL A.RKANSAS HOSPITAL

Tie Breaker:
NCAA Football
Guess the winner and exact score
of Saturday's game
Harding @ Central Arkansas
*Editors picks are in bold

Doing more to keep students healthy~

-

--

~

.

.

.

-
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To See and
Be Seen
treated Harding
ilies and Searcy
... , .u ... Lo

Matt Scannell strums his guitar as
audience members watch and snap
photos. Scannell picked up the guitar
when he was 13, learning "Stairway
to Heaven" as his first song.
Guitarist Keith Kane, drummer Ed
Toth, lead singer Matt Scannell and
bassist Sean Hurley perform for
Harding students and friends Oct 2.
Their single "Everything You Want"
reached number one on the Billboard
Hot 100 chart in 2000.

2, but before

eing the aspiring photographer that 1
am, I quickly loaded up my camera and
a tape recorder to see if I could snag
some pre-concert photos and an interview or two.
I was lucky enough to score an interview
with Ed Toth, the drummer ofVertical Horizon.
Not wanting to throw boring questions at him
that he probably deals with on a daily basis,
I decided to ask random questions that really
had nothing to do with any one topic.
In the half hour I spent talking with Ed, I
discovered an awesome person. I am grateful
that he took the time to talk to me on such a
short notice.
~c: First of all, can you tell me your name,
what you play and where you're from?
E: My name is Ed Toth. I"m the drummer of
Vertical Horizon, and I hail from Boston.
~ C: If you were stuc/? on a deserted island,
what one object would you want with you?
E: A boat.
•C: OK. way to go {or the logi alan wer. but
if you u; r • st~k on art island and you c.ouldn 't
get off. what wou.ld _you. want with your
E: omcthing to play music with.
•C: What's the most ridiculous and embarrassing moment you've had with the band?
E: I had fallen off the drum riser while waving to my family, and then l missed the lep
and fell on my face in fron of a un h of people_
The crowd consisted f abou 5,0 0 people. 1
kind of just made fun of it. I stood up and waved
and blew kisses and whatnot.
~c: What's your most irrational fear?
E: Electricity. I have a fear of being shocked.
There was a while where I wouldn't even plug
things in.
~c: What's your favorite quote?
E: Can I have more than one?
C: Of course.
E: I believe it was the philosopher Niche who
said, 'After silence, th at which comes nearest
to~ 'Pl'essing Ute inexpr s ible
music." And
I also like "Life is wha.t happens to you while
you're making other plans," which is ,John Lennon. I think he paraphrased it from someone
else, but he has it in a song to his little boy and
I always thought that was pretty awesome.
• C: If your life were a movie, what movie
would you choose?
E: To be my life? ''High Fidelity."
~c: Have you ever played the game where you.
figure out your opera name? You put together
your pets name and your street name.
E: Coco Metropolitan, which is really. really cool. Actually, I don't live on Metropolitan anymore, so it'd be Coco Avalon, which is
even cooler.
•C: If.you could relive one moment in your
life what would it be?
E: Ooh. It sounds re.ally deep and philosophical,
and I'm not trying to be deep and philosophical,
but I kind of like the idea of moving forward . I
feel like if I could go back and relive something.
then it wouldn't be as special as it was. It's just
never the same as the first time.
~c: \tVhat superpower would you want?
E: I have two. One is flying, because I have
flying dreams all the time where I'll jump as
high as the roof and be able to look down on
stuff. I think the idea of being able to get places
without having to wai.t for people is great. The
other thing, although so wrong, is to be invisible.
The invisibility would be cool if you were able
to turn it off when you don't want it. Everyone's
got their own little havens where no orie can
find them. It would be kind of cool to just stroll
around with people completely oblivious to you.
But, flying is still my favorite. "'

B

m

Bassist Sean Hurley smiles as
he serenades the audience in the
Benson during Vertical Horizon's
performance Saturday Oct. 2. Hurley
began playing the guitar when he
was 11 years old .

Guitarist Keith Kane sings as his shadow
falls on the amplifiers behind him. Kane
formed Vertical Horizon with lead singer
Matt Scannell during his senior year of
college.

CHELSEA ROBERSON is a sophomore advertising
major and is the 2004-2005 Bison photographer.
She will continue the 'Through the Lens" series
for the rest of the year. She can be reached at
501-279-4696 or croberso@harding.edu.

